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Neural Measures of Individual Differences in Selecting and
Tracking Multiple Moving Objects
Trafton Drew and Edward K. Vogel
Psychology Department, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403-1227

Attention can be divided so that multiple objects can be tracked simultaneously as they move among distractors. Although attentional
tracking is known to be highly limited, such that most individuals can track only approximately four objects simultaneously, the neurophysiological mechanisms that underlie this capacity limitation have not been established. Here, we provide electrophysiological measures in humans of the initial selection and sustained attention processes that facilitate attentional tracking. Each measure was modulated by the number of objects the subject was tracking and was highly sensitive to each individual’s specific tracking capacity.
Consequently, these measures provide strong neurophysiological predictors of an individual’s attentional tracking capacity. Moreover,
by manipulating the difficulty of these two phases of the task, we observe that the limiting factor underlying tracking capacity can flexibly
shift between these two attentional mechanisms depending on the requirements of the task.
Key words: attention; event-related potentials; capacity limits; individual differences; cognitive; correlated variability

Introduction
Common tasks such as driving a car in traffic are dependent on
our ability to simultaneously attend multiple objects as they
move about in the visual field. This ability is known to be highly
limited, such that most individuals can track only approximately
four moving objects simultaneously (Pylyshyn and Storm, 1988;
Scholl et al., 2001; Cavanagh and Alvarez, 2005). Multiple object
tracking is thought to require at least two components of visual
attention: a transient selection process that initially determines
which items will be tracked and a sustained process that keeps an
updated representation of each object as it moves among identical distractors (Yantis, 1992; Alvarez and Cavanagh, 2005; Pylyshyn and Annan, 2006). Although previous imaging and neurophysiological studies have reported neural correlates of both
selection (Woodman and Luck, 1999; Buschman and Miller,
2007) and tracking (Culham et al., 1998, 2001; Jovicich et al.,
2001), these two mechanisms have typically been studied in isolation. Moreover, the relationship between these types of activity
and the capacity limitations that constrain attentional tracking
has not been demonstrated. As a result, it is still unclear whether
capacity limits in tracking are caused by limitations of initially
selecting multiple targets among distractors, sustaining attention
to the moving targets, or some combination of these two factors.
Recent neuroimaging studies of attentional tracking have reported that the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the superior frontal
sulcus show significant load-dependent activations, such that as
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dependent (BOLD) activation in these areas also increases (Culham et al., 1998, 2001; Jovicich et al., 2001). However, it is still
currently ambiguous what these load-dependent activations actually reflect. For example, increases in tracking load are necessarily accompanied by increases in task-general processes such as
effort and arousal, which makes it difficult to determine whether
the increasing cortical activity is the result of more attended object representations or simply caused by the subject expending
more effort when tracking more items. A further ambiguity of
these studies regards which component of attention underlies
these load effects: is it driven by the initial selection of the targets,
or does the activity reflect the sustained attention to the items as
they move about the visual field? Because the previous neuroimaging studies of tracking all used functional magnetic resonance
imaging, the poor temporal resolution of the technique makes it
difficult to disentangle the quick sequence of attentional events in
this task.
In the current study, we sought to establish distinct electrophysiological measures of target selection and sustained attention
during a tracking task as a means of determining which of these
components of attention is the principal limiting factor in tracking performance. To do this, we recorded event-related potentials
(ERPs) from subjects while they performed a multiple-object
tracking task in which they were presented a bilateral array of
objects and were instructed to attend a subset of objects in a single
hemifield. The advantage of this bilateral stimulus design is that it
allows us to isolate the lateralized effects of attention from the
bilateral perceptual response evoked by the onset and motion of
the stimuli in the display. There are several candidate ERP components that have been observed in lateralized attention tasks
that may play a role in both the selection and sustained attention
to the moving targets in a tracking task. In terms of initially
selecting the targets, we expect to observe an N2pc component,
which is a transient contralateral negative wave appearing at
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!200 ms after the stimulus over posterior electrode sites (Luck
and Hillyard, 1994; Eimer, 1996). This component has been
shown to reflect the selection of targets among distractors in
visual search tasks and has been localized to generators in extrastriate cortex, including V4 and posterior portions of inferior
temporal cortex (Luck et al., 1997; Hopf et al., 2000, 2002, 2006).
Moreover, it appears to be functionally equivalent to another
component labeled EDAN (“early directing attention negativity”) (Harter et al., 1989; Van Velzen and Eimer, 2003). At more
frontal electrode sites, it is also possible that we would observe an
anterior directing attention negativity (ADAN), which is a transient negative wave (350 –500 ms) that is thought to reflect control signals in prefrontal cortex involved in orienting attention
toward the general location of an upcoming target (Harter et al.,
1989; Nobre et al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2006).
In terms of sustained attention during tracking, there are two
known lateralized components that have been shown to be sensitive to the orienting of attention toward a single hemifield. The
first component, the LDAP (late directing attention positivity)
(Hopf and Mangun, 2000), is highly similar to the ADAN but
appears over more posterior and temporal electrode sites and has
a positive voltage. Like the ADAN, it also appears to reflect the
orienting of spatial attention toward a hemifield after a centrally
presented spatial cue in anticipation of an upcoming target. Although it is a sustained wave, this component does not appear to
reflect attentional processing of the targets per se because it is not
sensitive to the task demands imposed by the targets, and typically has expired before target onset (Hopf and Mangun, 2000).
In contrast, the second component, the contralateral delay activity (CDA) appears to be a good candidate for sustained attention
to targets during tracking because it has been shown to be finely
sensitive to the number of objects that are currently being maintained in visual working memory as well as being sensitive to the
capacity limits of this system (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Vogel
et al., 2005; Jolicoeur et al., 2006; Mazza et al., 2007; McCollough
et al., 2007; Woodman and Vogel, 2008). This component is a
sustained negative wave over posterior contralateral electrode
sites, and likely stems from a source in the lateral intraparietal
sulcus in the parietal cortex (Todd and Marois, 2004, 2005; Xu
and Chun, 2006).
Although the precise role of visual working memory during
attentional tracking tasks is currently unclear (Fougnie and
Marois, 2006), there are at least two lines of evidence that suggest
that similar mechanisms likely underlie the performance of each
type of task. First, there is considerable evidence that maintaining
object information in visual working memory requires sustained
spatial attention to the locations of the remembered items (Awh
et al., 2000). Second, the capacity of attentional tracking (approximately four items) is highly similar to the capacity of visual
working memory (three to four items), and at least one study has
found evidence that an individual’s memory capacity positively
predicts his or her tracking capacity (Oksama and Hyönä, 2004).
On the basis of these previous findings, it appears highly plausible
that similar capacity-limited mechanisms underlie performance
of both tasks, and thus we expected that the CDA component
would be observed while subjects sustained attention to the moving targets during the tracking task.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Neurologically normal participants (12 in experiment 1, 15
in experiment 2, 18 in experiment 3, 33 in experiment 4, and 18 in
experiment 5; age range, 18 –31) from the Eugene, OR community gave
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informed consent according to procedures approved by the University of
Oregon institutional review board.
Stimulus displays and procedure. All stimulus arrays were presented in
regions subtending 5.1 " 6.0° (or 4.2 " 4.9° in the small-area condition
of experiment 2) that were centered 3.2° to the right or left of a central
fixation cross (see Fig. 1 A). The inner boundary of each movement area
was lateralized 0.5° of visual angle to the left or right of fixation to minimize the impact of small movements of eye position. Each trial began
with stationary squares that subtended 0.38 " 0.38° of visual angle and
were displayed in both left and right regions for 500 ms. A subset of the
squares was red in one hemifield and green in the other; the remaining
items were black. In each experiment, half of the subjects were asked to
track red squares, and the other half were instructed to track the green
squares. In experiments 1, 2, and 4, there were eight total squares in each
hemifield, whereas experiments 3 and 5 had 10 items to insure that at
least 50% of the boxes were distractors in each trial. After 500 ms, targets
(red and green items) changed to black, and all items began to move for
1500 ms. When motion stopped, one square was drawn in red in one
hemifield and another became green in the opposite hemifield, which
initiated a 2000 ms response window for the participant. The probed
square was one of the original targets on 50% of trials and was a randomly
selected distractor within the hemifield on the remaining trials. Each
participant completed 240 trials per condition in the first experiment,
200 in the second experiment, 160 in the third experiment, and 224 in the
final two experiments.
Motion parameters. In experiments 1 and 2, the direction of motion
varied randomly, and the boxes bounced off the border of the viewing
area, but not off of each other (brief occlusion possible). The speed of
motion varied from 0.25 to 1.86° of visual angle per second with an
average of !1°/s. Motion trajectory was linear and changed at random
intervals or when the object made contact with the (invisible) outer
barrier of the viewing area. Several of these parameters were modified
slightly in experiments 3 and 4. In particular, the size of the squares was
increased to 0.7°, and the squares bounced off (no occlusion) of each
other when they made contact. Furthermore, the average speed in these
experiments was increased to 1.58°/s. These changes made no observable
difference in the ERP data or behavioral performance between
experiments.
In experiment 5, in a separate behavior-only session participants were
asked to track three, four, or five objects that were distributed across both
hemifields for 10 s after a 500 ms cue that was identical to the cue in
previous experiments. In the ERP session of this experiment, subjects
performed a tracking task that was identical to that used in experiment 4.
Measuring tracking capacity. We used the formula of Scholl et al.
(2001) to derive the effective number of objects tracked: M # n(2 P $ 1),
where M is the effective number of objects tracked, n is the number of
targets, and P is the empirically observed proportion of correct answers.
Electrophysiological recording and analysis. ERPs were recorded in each
experiment using our standard recording and analysis procedures, including rejection of trials contaminated by blocking, blinks, or large
(%1°) eye movements (Vogel et al., 1998; McCollough et al., 2007). We
recorded from 22 tin electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (Electrocap
International, Eaton, OH) using the International 10/20 System. 10/20
sites F3, FZ, F4, T3, C3, CZ, C4, T4, P3, PZ, P4, T5, T6, O1, and O2 were
used along with five nonstandard sites: OL midway between T5 and O1;
OR midway between T6 and O2; PO3 midway between P3 and OL; PO4
midway between P4 and OR; and POz midway between PO3 and PO4.
All sites were recoded with a left-mastoid reference, and the data were
rereferenced off-line to the algebraic average of the left and right mastoids. Horizontal electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from electrodes
placed !1 cm to the left and right of the external canthi of each eye to
measure horizontal eye movements. To detect blinks, vertical EOG was
recorded from an electrode mounted beneath the left eye and referenced
to the left mastoid. Subjects with trial rejection rates %25% were excluded from the sample.
Contralateral waveforms were computed by averaging the activity recorded over the right hemisphere when subjects tracked items in the
array at the left side of screen. Contralateral tracking activity was measured at posterior parietal, lateral occipital, posterior temporal, parietal,
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items were photometrically isoluminant
and equal in number to the red target
items on each trial. Half of the subjects
tracked red items, and the others tracked
green. After 500 ms, the red and green
items changed to black, and all of the objects began to move among each other in
random directions within the hemifield
for 2 s; at that point, the items stopped
moving and one item turned red. Subjects
were instructed to attentionally track the
targets and pressed one of two buttons to
indicate whether the final red item was one
of the targets or not. We time locked the
ERPs to the onset of the cue array and recorded throughout the duration of the
trial so that we could observe both the
transient selection of the targets during the
cue period and the sustained attention response during the tracking period. In experiment 1, we asked subjects to track one,
two, or three targets on each trial so that
we could determine whether the activity
was modulated by the number of tracked
Figure 1. A, ERP multiple-object tracking task. Participants tracked either red or green boxes while maintaining central items.
fixation. In each experiment, the number of total objects (including distractors) was held constant while the number of target
Two hundred milliseconds after the
boxes varied across trials. B, ERP difference waves (contralateral $ ipsilateral) for experiment 1 from the average of posterior onset of the cue array, we observed a tranelectrode sites (PO3/PO4; P3/P4; OL/OR; T5/T6). Negative voltage is plotted upward. Note that all ERP waveforms in this and sient negative-going wave over the hemisubsequent figures reflect correct trial performance. C, Mean amplitude during the selection (200 –300 ms) and tracking periods
sphere that was contralateral to the at(800 –1200 ms) as a function of the number of target items.
tended hemifield. This activity was
followed by a larger and sustained conand occipital electrode sites as the difference in mean amplitude between
tralateral
negative
wave
that began shortly after the tracking pethe ipsilateral and contralateral waveforms. We used two measurement
riod
started
and
persisted
throughout the course of the trial until
windows: 200 –300 ms after the onset of the items for the N2pc analyses
the test was presented. As shown in Figure 1 B, the amplitude of
and 800 –1200 ms (300 –700 ms after motion onset) for the tracking
both of these waves was strongly modulated by the number of
analyses. Differences in scalp topography were tested by normalizing the
target items; increasing the number of targets resulted in substandata for each component following the procedure described by McCarthy and Wood (1985) and testing for the interaction between electial increases in amplitude (3 targets % 2 targets % 1 target; all p
trode position and time window (i.e., 200 –300 vs 800 –1200 ms). The
values &0.01). Moreover, the amplitude of this activity was
EEG and EOG were amplified with an SA Instrumentation (Johanneshighly sensitive to whether or not the subject performed the
burg, South Africa) amplifier with a bandpass of 0.01– 80 Hz and were
tracking task correctly: both waves showing large, significant dedigitized at 250 Hz in LabView 6.1 running on a Macintosh (Apple Comcreases in amplitude on error trials relative to correct trials (both
puters, Cupertino, CA).
p values &0.01). This indicates that both waves reflect processes
Eye movements. Any trials containing either a blink or eye movement
that are necessary antecedents to correct tracking performance.
were excluded from further analysis. The horizontal EOG for experiment
Figure 2 A shows the distribution of these waves across each of the
1 is plotted as a function of the cued hemifield in Figure 2 B. There was a
lateral recording sites. The transient activity during the selection
small but significant tendency for eye position to drift toward the atphase was primarily centered over posterior electrodes with a
tended side during the latter half of the trial ( p & 0.05). However, the
magnitude of this deviation was not influenced by the number of targets
maximum over lateral occipital electrodes (OL/OR). During this
being tracked, nor was it related to tracking performance. Furthermore,
selection period, there was no significant lateralized activity obthis deviation from fixation was quite small: the mean amplitude of this
served over frontal electrodes (F & 1). The sustained activity
EOG activity was 2.5 !V, which corresponds to an eye movement of
during the tracking period was more broadly distributed over the
&0.16° of visual angle from the fixation point (Hillyard and Galambos,
posterior electrode sites with a maximum over posterior parietal
1970). Given that the area that the boxes moved within was lateralized by
electrodes (PO3/PO4). This activity was also observed over frona minimum of %0.5° from fixation, it is unlikely that these small drifts in
tal electrode sites (F3/F4), although the contralateral effect at
fixation affected our data.
these sites was not significantly modulated by the number of
tracked targets (F # 2.3; p % 0.10).
Results
Experiment 1: ERP correlates of selecting and tracking
The transient wave during the cue period appears to be the
moving objects
N2pc wave, which, as described in the Introduction, has previOn each trial, subjects were presented a bilateral array containing
ously been shown to reflect the selection of targets among distracsix squares in each hemifield (Fig. 1 A). For the first 500 ms of
tors in visual search tasks (Luck et al., 1997; Hopf et al., 2000;
each trial (cue period), the objects were stationary with a subset of
Woodman and Luck, 2003). In contrast, the large sustained wave
the items in a given hemifield drawn in red (the targets) and the
during tracking appears to be the CDA that we and others have
remaining items drawn in black (the distractors). Green items
shown reflects the number of active object representations held in
appeared at the start of each trial on the unattended side. These
visual short term memory (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004). To-
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Figure 2. A, Contralateral and ipsilateral activity in response to the three tracking loads in experiment 1 across all frontal, parietal, and occipital electrodes. Waveforms were time locked to the
initial appearance of targets, and motion began at 500 ms. B, Grand-averaged horizontal EOG waveforms for attend-left and attend-right trials.

gether, the N2pc and CDA waves appear to index two critical
components of attentional tracking: the initial selection of the
target objects during the cue period (N2pc); and sustained attention toward the target representations as they move about the
hemifield (CDA). Although the N2pc and the CDA were both

modulated by the number of targets, we found that these two
waves have distinct scalp distributions yielding a highly significant electrode position-by-time window (200 –300 vs 800 –1200
ms) interaction ( p & 0.01; see Materials and Methods), with the
N2pc showing a more ventral distribution than the more dorsal
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possible that poorer behavioral performance in the small-area
condition is caused by the subjects inadvertently tracking distractor items that were mistaken, or swapped, for target items during
the course of the trial because of the closer proximity of targets
and distractors. This scenario would lead to a decrease in behavioral performance, because the wrong items were being tracked.
However, it would predict no change in CDA amplitude, because
the same total number of items are being tracked on the trial.
Specifically, the limitation of this component is that it provides an
index of the number of objects currently being tracked regardless
of whether or not they are targets.

Figure 3. A, Behavioral performance in experiment 2 showing significant main effects of
both area and number of items. B, Mean amplitude of CDA activity in experiment 2. Although
there was a significant main effect of number of targets, area had no significant effect on
amplitude of either the N2pc or the CDA.

CDA. This finding supports a previous demonstration of distinct
scalp distributions for these two components in the context of a
working memory task (McCollough et al., 2007). Together, these
results suggest that although there appears to be a tight coupling
between object selection and sustained attention toward the targets, they may reflect the output of distinct cortical areas.
Experiment 2: spatial extent of attention or number
of objects?
Although the amplitude of both the N2pc and CDA in the first
experiment increased as a function of the number of targets, it is
possible that this increase is simply attributable to the required
spatial extent of the target area rather than reflecting the increasing number of targets selected and tracked during the trial. That
is, as the number of target items increases, there is also potential
for a corresponding increase in the area of the attentional window
or “spotlight” that encompasses the targets, and this may be what
caused the increases in amplitude in the first experiment (Eriksen
and St. James, 1986; Hillyard et al., 1998). To test this alternative,
in the second experiment we directly manipulated the amount of
area required to track the targets. Subjects tracked two or three
targets that either encompassed a large area or a small area within
the hemifield. We found that although the amplitudes of both the
N2pc and CDA were again significantly modulated by the number of targets (both p values &0.01), there was no significant
effect of area on amplitude for either wave (both F values &1)
(Fig. 3). We did, however, find a significant effect of area on
behavioral tracking performance, where performance in the
small-area conditions was significantly poorer (!10%) than in
the large-area conditions ( p & 0.01). These results are consistent
with previous studies that have shown that displays with a high
density of items result in more difficult tracking and poorer performance (Intriligator and Cavanagh, 2001). It also helps to confirm that our manipulation of area was substantial enough to
observe a significant behavioral effect. Indeed, the lack of an amplitude modulation by area also argues against the hypothesis
that the amount of general effort or difficulty required to track
more targets is the cause of the observed increase in amplitude.
That is, despite the small-area condition being significantly more
difficult than the large-area condition, there was no concomitant
rise in amplitude for either the N2pc or the CDA. Nonetheless, it
is important to note that the apparent dissociation between behavioral performance and CDA amplitude in this experiment
may result from a limitation of our measure. In particular, it is

Experiment 3: sensitivity to behavioral tracking limitations
The results of the first two experiments are consistent with the
proposal that the amplitude of both the N2pc and the CDA reflects the number of targets being selected or tracked, respectively. However, to strengthen this claim it is necessary to demonstrate that this activity is indeed sensitive to the known
behavioral performance limitations associated with attentional
tracking. Therefore, in the third experiment we measured these
two waves under a task condition that is likely to exceed the
subject’s tracking capacity, so that we could determine whether
this activity is sensitive to these performance limitations. Indeed,
this has been a significant limitation of previous neuroimaging
studies examining tracking-related load effects, because they
have not tested whether the observed activity continues to increase when the number of targets exceeds capacity. In addition,
by examining a wider range of target array sizes, we can begin to
examine whether these two types of activity are sensitive to differences across individuals in tracking ability. In this experiment,
subjects tracked one, three, or five targets on each trial. In this
experiment, all trials contained 10 items, so that 50% of the items
were distractors when subjects tracked five items. We divided
subjects into high-capacity and low-capacity groups on the basis
of a median split of their behavioral tracking capacity (see Materials and Methods). Figure 4 shows the N2pc and CDA waves for
each target array size for the high- and low-capacity groups. As
can be seen in the figure, both groups showed an increase in
amplitude for both the N2pc and the CDA from one to three
targets (low capacity: both p values &0.05; high capacity: both p
values &0.001). However, the two groups diverged greatly when
tracking five items. The amplitude for the high-capacity group
when tracking five items remained equivalent to that of tracking
three items (N2pc: F &1; CDA: p % 0.15). Thus, when given more
items than they could track, the high-capacity subjects appeared
to be able to continue to track their limit of objects (i.e., approximately three items). However, for the low-capacity group, the
track-five amplitude decreased significantly below the three-item
level and was equivalent to that of tracking a single item (N2pc:
p & 0.001; CDA: p & 0.05). Although the precise cause of this
amplitude decrease is currently unclear, it does appear to reflect a
consistent pattern across all subjects dependent on their specific
tracking capacity. That is, there was a significant negative correlation between an individual’s tracking capacity and the amount
of decrease between three targets and five targets (r # $0.60
N2pc; r # $0.56 CDA; both p values &0.01), such that as tracking capacity increased, the amount of amplitude drop decreased.
In summary, the results of experiment 3 provide further evidence
that the amplitude increases of the N2pc and CDA are the consequence of the number of items that are currently being selected or
tracked. In particular, these results demonstrate that the amplitude is not simply driven by the amount of cognitive load required to perform the task because the amplitude of each com-
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Figure 4. A, B, ERP difference waves for correct trials in experiment 3 divided between
high-capacity (A) and low-capacity (B) individuals on the basis of a median split of tracking
performance. C, D, Mean amplitude (in microvolts) of the N2pc (C) and the CDA (D) for the highand low-capacity groups across the three target array sizes.

ponent reached an asymptotic limit at approximately three items,
even though the amount of cognitive load continued to increase
when the subjects attempted to track five items. Thus, the properties of these neural mechanisms appear to be finely sensitive to
the known capacity limitations associated with attentional
tracking.
Experiment 4: predicting individual differences in
tracking capacity
The results of experiment 3 indicate that the amplitude of both
the N2pc and the CDA are highly sensitive to the tracking capacity limitations that constrain performance in this task, because it
reaches a limit at tracking three targets and is also finely attuned
to individual differences in tracking capacity. However, this sensitivity to individual differences was not restricted to the response
to supracapacity target arrays, but was also observed in the size of
the increase in amplitude from one target to three targets. This
resulted in a highly significant interaction between group (high vs
low) and number of targets (1 vs 3) (N2pc: p & 0.001; CDA: p &
0.01), with a larger increase from one to three targets for the
high-capacity group than for the low-capacity group. The smaller
difference in amplitude between one and three targets for the
low-capacity group suggests that the one-target arrays consumed
a larger proportion of available capacity than for the highcapacity group, resulting in a smaller increase to three items.
Paired t tests support this assertion because the difference between the high and low groups was not significant in the trackone condition ( p values %0.15), but the difference between these
two groups was highly significant in the track-three condition
(N2pc: p & 0.005; CDA: p & 0.01).
We tested the robustness of this relationship by running an
additional group of subjects in the one- and three-target conditions and combining this data with all of the subjects from the
previous experiments so that we could have a large sample (n #
63). Figure 5 shows the amplitude of both waves for tracking one

Figure 5. A, B, ERP difference waves for high- and low-capacity subjects in experiment 4. C,
D, Mean amplitudes of the N2pc and CDA waves across high- and low-capacity groups. There
was a significant interaction between group (high/low) and number of objects for both waves
( p & 0.01). E, F, Correlation between an individual’s tracking capacity and the difference in
amplitude (in microvolts) between one and three objects for the N2pc and the CDA. Note that
tracking capacity in our single-hemifield experiments was generally two to three items: lower
than most previous tracking capacity estimates, but consistent with the demonstration by
Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005) of lower capacity estimates when tracking items in a single
hemifield.

or three targets divided between high-capacity and low-capacity
subjects. From the figure, there are two apparent differences between the high- and low-capacity groups: first, the high-capacity
group tends to have overall larger amplitudes for each wave; and
second, the high-capacity group shows a larger rise in amplitude
from one to three items than the low-capacity group. This pattern
of effects was confirmed in an ANOVA, yielding significant main
effects of group (both p values &0.05) and number of targets
(both p values &0.001), as well as a significant interaction between group and number of targets ( p & 0.01). Although highcapacity subjects tend to have higher overall amplitudes (regardless of number of targets), this factor is only a fairly weak-tomoderate predictor of an individual’s tracking capacity (N2pc:
r # 0.22; p & 0.10; CDA: r # 0.31; p & 0.05). In contrast, we
found that the rise in amplitude from one target to three targets
was a much stronger predictor of an individual’s tracking capacity (N2pc: r # 0.70; p & 0.001; CDA: r # 0.48; p & 0.001).
Importantly, these strong correlations persisted even when we
partialled out the relationship between overall amplitude and
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tracking capacity (partial r values # 0.68 and 0.41 for N2pc and
CDA, respectively). Thus, it appears that it is the amount of differentiation in amplitude between increasing numbers of targets
that may be most predictive of an individual’s tracking capacity.
We also found that the rise in N2pc amplitude from one to three
targets was strongly correlated with the rise of the CDA (r # 0.72;
p & 0.001), which further indicates that there is a tight coupling
between these measures of object selection and sustained attention. However, because of this strong relationship, we also calculated partial correlations for both the N2pc and CDA effects (i.e.,
rise from 1 to 3 targets), so that we could measure each wave’s
unique contribution to predicting tracking capacity. Although
the N2pc effect remained a strong predictor of tracking capacity
when the contribution of the CDA effect was removed (partial
r # 0.59; p & 0.001), the CDA effect was only a weak predictor of
tracking capacity when the N2pc effect was removed [partial r #
0.09; not significant (ns)]. Importantly, these effects were not
simply attributable to more variability in the CDA than the N2pc.
Measurements of the reliability of each component revealed that
both components were highly stable within subjects and that the
CDA actually had a higher reliability than the N2pc (Cronbach’s
" # 0.74 for the N2pc and 0.94 for the CDA). Consequently,
these results demonstrate that although neural indices of both
target selection (N2pc) and sustained attention (CDA) can serve
as strong neurophysiological predictors of attentional tracking
capacity, it is the selection process that explains most of the
unique variance in tracking capacity across individuals.
Experiment 5: limiting factor for tracking capacity: selection
or tracking?
Our observation that how efficiently an individual initially selects
the target items strongly predicts their overall tracking capacity is
somewhat surprising, because selection occurs well before tracking (i.e., motion onset) even begins. In this regard, one could
argue that there must always be a strong relationship between
selection and tracking performance, because subjects can track
only the targets that were appropriately selected in the first place.
However, there are likely to be many processes that contribute to
an individual’s overall tracking capacity depending on the specific nature of the tracking task that is being used to estimate
capacity (vanMarle and Scholl, 2003; Oksama and Hyönä, 2004;
Alvarez et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Pylyshyn and Annan, 2006).
Indeed, our behavioral estimate of tracking capacity may actually
load heavily on the selection stage because the subjects were required to hold fixation while selecting a subset of targets among
distractors within a single hemifield. Moreover, it is possible that
there is a somewhat weaker contribution of sustained attention
activity in our behavioral measure because our tracking period is
relatively short (i.e., 1.5 s) compared with previous studies that
tend to use longer periods of tracking (e.g., 8 –10 s).
In the final experiment, we tested whether these two neural
predictors of tracking capacity would be sensitive to a change in
the relative contributions of selection and sustained attention by
assessing each component’s (i.e., N2pc and CDA) ability to predict an individual’s tracking capacity in a “whole-field” tracking
task with a longer duration. More specifically, subjects were
tested in two separate sessions. In a behavior-only session, subjects were asked to track three, four, or five target items among
distractors that were spread across the entire visual field (whole
field), and they tracked these items for 8 s. In a separate ERP
session, subjects performed a single hemifield tracking task that
was identical to that used in experiment 4. We estimated each
subject’s whole-field tracking capacity on the basis of perfor-
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Figure 6. A, B, Correlations between an individual’s whole-field tracking capacity and the
rise in amplitude from one to three targets for the N2pc (A) and the CDA (B). Tracking capacity
was estimated by averaging behavioral performance across all set sizes (3, 4, and 5).

mance in the behavior-only session and used this estimate as a
predictor of his or her N2pc and CDA effects that were measured
in the single hemifield ERP tracking task. In a whole-field tracking situation, the difficulty of target selection should be reduced
because the subjects could freely view and select the targets across
the entire display. In contrast, the difficulty of sustained attention
should be raised because of the substantial increase in how long
the targets needed to be tracked continuously. Consequently, we
would expect that the N2pc effect should now become a weaker
predictor of whole-field tracking capacity; simultaneously, we
expect that the CDA should become a stronger predictor of tracking capacity as the limiting factor in task performance shifts from
selection to sustained attention. As shown in Figure 6, we observed that although the correlation between the N2pc difference
effect and whole-field tracking capacity was considerably weaker
than we observed previously (r # 0.31; p & 0.07), the CDA difference became a much stronger predictor of tracking performance (r # 0.72; p & 0.001). Again, the N2pc and CDA effects
were strongly correlated (r # 0.52; p & 0.05). Moreover, when we
partialled out the contribution of the N2pc effect, the relationship between the CDA effect and tracking capacity remained
strong (partial r # 0.69; p & 0.01); Conversely, the N2pc was no
longer predictive of tracking capacity when the CDA effect contribution was removed (partial r # 0.10; ns). Thus, in this wholefield tracking context, it is our index of sustained attention that
explains most of the unique variance in attentional tracking capacity across individuals.

Discussion
Overall, these results indicate that we have isolated neural measures of the target selection and sustained attention processes that
underlie our limited ability to track multiple moving objects.
Indeed, by measuring the amplitudes of the N2pc and CDA
waves, we could determine how many targets were being selected
or tracked during a trial as well as being highly sensitive to a given
subject’s specific tracking capacity. Moreover, these two neural
measures allow us to finely index what the primary limiting factors for performance are on a given measure of tracking capacity.
Under difficult selection conditions, variability in the N2pc effect
strongly predicts tracking performance, whereas when selection
is less taxing but the targets must be tracked for longer durations,
it is the variability in the CDA that strongly predicts tracking
performance. However, under both situations, we found that it
was the amount of separation in amplitude between different
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numbers of targets (i.e., rise from one to three targets) that was
the primary predictor of tracking ability. Consequently, these
results suggest that individual differences in tracking performance may be primarily determined by how efficiently the visual
system can individuate the targets from one another as well as
from the distractors (Sears and Pylyshyn, 2000; Intriligator and
Cavanagh, 2001; Ogawa et al., 2002; Vogel et al., 2005; Suganuma
and Yokosawa, 2006).
The results of this series of experiments also have significant
implications regarding the neural systems that underlie the attentional mechanisms involved in selecting and tracking moving
objects. For example, we found that the amplitude of the N2pc
provides a reliable index of the number of targets being selected,
but strongly follows the limits of attentional tracking capacity.
Considering that the N2pc is thought to be generated in V4 and
posterior portions of inferior temporal cortex (Hopf et al., 2006),
these results suggest that selective attention effects in these regions may show similar sensitivity to capacity limits. This is consistent with the viewpoint that attention effects in these regions
may reflect processes that help to individuate targets from distractors (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Kastner and Ungerleider,
2000). Moreover, recent work has suggested that the attentional
spotlight can be split to two noncontiguous locations simultaneously without also being allocated to the intervening space
(Awh and Pashler, 2000; Müller and Hübner, 2002; Müller et al.,
2003), and that areas of extrastriate cortex show distinct focal
activation patterns under split-attention conditions (McMains
and Somers, 2004, 2005). Thus, it is plausible that similar attentional mechanisms underlie our current N2pc target selection
effects and these demonstrations of split attentional foci. If this is
the case, we would predict that the attentional capacity of the
observer would impose an upper limit on the number of locations that could be simultaneously selected.
The response of the CDA during tracking also provides implications regarding the underlying neural mechanisms involved in
sustaining attention toward targets. The primary candidate neural source for the CDA is the IPS, which stems from the fact that
previous work has shown that this area was modulated by the
number of items that are being tracked (Jovicich et al., 2001), as
well as the finding that this region shows highly similar patterns
of BOLD activation during working memory load manipulations. Like the CDA, the IPS also reaches asymptotic activity levels for memory loads of approximately three items, and is sensitive to individual differences in working memory capacity (Todd
and Marois, 2005). Thus, the finding that the CDA shows parallel
responses during attentional tracking and visual working memory tasks suggests that cells in the IPS may actually facilitate the
processing of both tasks. In this regard, the IPS may reflect a
smart but limited-capacity pointer system that helps keep individuated representations of objects actively maintained in working memory tasks and spatially updated in attentional tracking
tasks. Although the current results are highly consistent with the
interpretation that similar neural mechanisms may underlie the
capacity limits of both types of tasks, they are still insufficient to
resolve this particular question, because we have not directly
compared the neural activity during visual working memory and
attentional tracking tasks in the same subjects. However, the
present results appear to provide an experimental approach for
addressing this question in the future.
Conclusions
Our limited ability to divide attention so that we may keep track
of multiple moving objects is a central limitation within cogni-

tion and is thought to underlie our performance of a wide assortment of common tasks. Moreover, an individual’s tracking capacity has been shown to be positively related to performance on
a broad range of high-level cognitive functions, including measures of fluid intelligence (Oksama and Hyönä, 2004). The
present results demonstrate strong and robust neurophysiological predictors of individual differences in attentional tracking
capacity. Thus, they provide an initial link between this fundamental cognitive limitation and the two primary stages of neural
activity that facilitate attentional tracking.
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